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SECTION _ A

Very short answer type. Each carries 1 mark. Answer all 5 questions'

1. Dlmensiona! {ornrula of stress is ---_--'
2 ln order to reeluce the depression generated in a beam when loaded at one

end,theYcung,smodu|usofihemateria|mustbe_-'_

3. ln CGS systenr, the unit of mcment of inertia is - _----

4" ls the trme perrod of a compound pendulum depended on its mass

5. The amplitude of damped simple harmonic oscillator (5x1=5)

SECTION _ B

Shorl answer type Each carries 2 marks. Answer 4 questions out of 6'

6. What are the properties of a well behaved wave function ?

7. state theorems cf parallel and perpencicular axes.

8. What is a.ngle of twist and angle of shear ?

-g.Drawtheenergygraphshowingthepotentialenergy,krneticenergyandtota|
energir of a paTticie executing h-armonic oscillatory motion'

10. What is a quality factor ? What are its unit ?

11. What do you understand by longitudinalwave ? Give an example' (4x2=8)
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SECTION * C

Short essay/problem type. Each carries 3 marks. Answer 3 questions out of 5.

1 2. The uncertainty in the momentum fp of a balltravelling at 20mls is '1x 10a x10a of

its momentum. Calculate uncertainty in position Ax ? Mass of the ball is given

as 0.5 kg.

13. Show that a greater couple is required to twist a hollow cylinder as compared

to the solid one.

14. What do you mean by modes of vibration ? Explain.

15. A 4 kg mass attached to a spring is observed to oscillate with a period of 2 seconds"

What is the period of osciliation if a 6 kg mass is attached to the spring ?

16. A thin uniform rod of length 1 m and mass 1 kg is rotating about an axis passing

tnrougn tts centre and perpendrcuiar to its length. caiculate the mornent of inenia

and radius of gyration of the rod about an axis passing through a point midway

between the centre and its edge perpendicular to its length. (3x3=9)

SECTION _ D

Long essay type. Each carries 5 marks. Answer 2 questions out of 4.

i 7. Show that in a linear bounded medium the rate of transference of energy is

zero.

18. What is damped harmonic oscillator ? Obtain an equation for a damped harmonic

motion.

19. Derive Da.visson-Germer experiment. Comment on the results.

20. What is moment of inerlia ? Derive the moment of inerlia of a thin uniform rod

about an axis passing through its centre of mass and perpendicular to its length

and also ibout an axis passing through one end of the rod. {2x5=10)


